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WISH YOU WERE HERE

In search of sea serpents
Let myths, magic, adventure – and some wellknown TV series – inspire your trip to Cornwall,
advises author Karen Hoyle

T

he pace slows as you leave
the A30 and turn towards
St Agnes in Cornwall.
Tarmac gives way to
purple heather and roads
become uneven into the cliff top car
park. Wheal Coates is a majestic tin
mine towering over Chapel Porth
Beach, a symbol of Cornwall’s mining
heritage and as the sun explodes into
an orange display ready for evening,
the mine looks alive again. Dark
mine shafts seem to have no base and
as you look below you can almost
imagine Aiden Turner, shirtless,
hammering at the rock and Poldark’s
dream of tin and copper under your
feet.
Cornwall has an irresistible ability
to tell stories through its landscape,
the moody moors, the dark mines, the
bleak and vicious sea, winds lashing
against the skin. In a stunning twist
the darkness then becomes turquoise
clear waters and white sands. At
night lighthouses sweep their lights,
seagulls glide on patrol through the
day and tourists from around the
world buzz and tread worn paths all

along the stunning coastline of 200
foot high cliffs.
Poldark, Doc Martin, Jamaica Inn
and many more TV series and books
flicker in the mind and perception
of Cornwall, but one thing is unique
about all these stories – they all have
real locations, real camera shots,
real people and real intensity. Forget
television studio sets and fictional
backgrounds, you can visit Bodmin
Moor and The Jamaica Inn, you can
see and touch Poldark’s tin mines,
you can stand outside Doc Martin’s
house and hundreds of German
tourists have toured the locations of
Rosamunde Pilcher’s many Cornwallset novels, which have become
a staple of Sunday night drama
on German TV. Cornwall allows
its visitors to appear in their own
favourite scenes; all you need is a map
and imagination, and a love of cream
teas and saffron cake.
As I leave Mawgan in Pydar School
after my latest book reading to a
group of creative youngsters, I hope I
have brought an old side of Cornwall
back to life as my mother and

The beach at Mawgan Porth in north Cornwall, main;
the remains of Wheal Coates tin mine by Chapel Porth
Beach near St Agnes, above

teachers did for me. Cornwall has a
different past, a magical and mythical
past where lines blur between
reality and ‘it could be true’. I have
found that I have had a significant
response from Cornish parents
who had almost forgotten stories of
knockers, pixies, sea serpents and
myths from around Cornwall. I did a
book signing recently and the parents
were saying that they were reading
the books and enjoying them as much
as the children and it made a change
from unreal computer games about
magical creatures when they could
tell their children about the magic
just outside their front doors or at the
end of their gardens. So look down
the tin mine and instead of Poldark
imagine knockers, little creatures
that stand about two feet high and
eat pasty crusts, can you hear them
singing?
Walk along the lower cliffs of the
Roseland Peninsula and you will find
‘The Morgawr Mile’, a place of regular
sightings of sea serpents, with spiny
horns on their heads and long sleek
bodies slipping through the water.
Can you regress to your six-year-old
self and open your imagination to let
magical creatures and stories in? In
Cornwall it seems you can.
Standing on Cape Cornwall looking
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down towards Land’s End, you can
survey a sea where pilchards swim,
fishermen go about their work and
on a bright day you can just glimpse
The Isles of Scilly on the horizon.
Between the land and horizon there is
another story; hold your breath, look
beneath the waves and you will find
the underwater city of Lyonesse, a
sunken community alive with magic
and impossible power. This is a lost
kingdom and a link to the times of
King Arthur and Merlin who walked
their paths further up the coast in
Tintagel. Magic has been in Cornwall
for centuries, thanks to a round table
of knights and legends of heroes and
good overcoming evil.
Surely no other county in England
can have as much story-telling
power? But there is more. A giant
stands strong with a causeway at St
Michael’s Mount, a beast as black as
night roams the moors and sworn
sightings have been very recent, and
we haven’t even mentioned pixies.
Pixies twinkle through the trees
and in the long grass of meadows
and streams across the whole of the
county. Mischievous, meddlesome
and magical, the pixies keep the
fantasy world of Cornwall alive in
many children’s minds. They are
lucky, they live in the garden and how
can that not be better than hunting
for Pokémon?
So what makes Cornwall the
film set and backdrop of choice for
many a writer? For me it is the sheer
variation. The stories of the east are
very different to the stories of the
west of Cornwall, the suffocation and
darkness of the mines contrasted
with the stunning coast and the
artistic light not found anywhere else.
The history of Cornwall has become
such a mix of folklore and reality that
the line between the two is beautifully
blurred and no one seems inclined to
straighten things out.
My stories were handed to me
through my family. My mother told
me about knockers and showed me
the mines, and when I ask a class of
seven year olds what they want in a
book I am am told; “Pirates!, a pasty
with a golden crust!, thunder and
lightning sandwiches! and a giant!”.
Both the Scots and the Cornish
share a trait of celebrating distance
from the normal at times; there
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is no pressure to conform, just an
appreciation of nature and power
around you in wild locations.
Cornwall welcomes visitors at any
time of the year, and why not find
your own stories? Create your own
memories with loved ones, bring
family, bring partners, wrap up in
a blanket on a beach, listen to the
waves. Maybe it’s just me that sees
a story, a pixie or a knocker in every
cove or behind every stone circle. I
am happy to share though, and and if
another generation finds the magic
then my job is done.
Here is a checklist for a visit with
a six-year-old (or your six-year-old
self).
Wheal Coates, St Agnes – Mines
and magic to be explored with
stunning views
Cape Cornwall – Look out to sea, sit
with a book and let your imagination
run wild
Visit the ‘Morgawr Mile’ and look
for sea serpents on the Roseland
Peninsula
Wait until dark and watch the
lighthouses become illuminated in
West Cornwall
Cross the bridge to Tintagel Castle
and explore the world of King Arthur
and Merlin
Walk Watergate Bay – Take in
smugglers’ caves and huge waves
with a hot chocolate
Visit the mines of Poldark –
(Perhaps an opportunity for mum to
explore her imagination)
Enjoy a traditional pasty – You’ll
have meat and turnip at one end, and
blackberry and apple at the other –
this is the rustic version the miners
ate. Oh and don’t forget to throw the
crust away for the knocker stood just
out of sight. ■
The Adventures of Austin the Cornish
Miner: The Morgawr
and the Bad Knockers
by Karen Hoyle is
published by Clink
Street Publishing at
£5.99 in paperback,
and £2.99, ebook,
theadventuresofaustin.
com
Poldark series three
is filming now and will be screened
next year.

Aiden Turner as Ross Poldark in the Cornwall-set drama

SHORT HAUL

Take it easy by
If it’s the beach you’re after then
operators Sunêlia run a courtesy
shuttle down to the idyllic Potiragnes
Plage, just 15 minutes away, three
times a day.
The nearby area can also be
explored with a range of excursions
organised from the Cube, an
information hub at the centre of the
site. A day trip to Carcassonne can
be booked for €35. If you fancy going
further afield, take a trip down to the
border town of Figueres, Salvador
Dali’s birthplace, for the same price.
Trips to local markets in Beziers town
or Valras Plage cost €5.
And although it may be described as
a “camping village” there isn’t a tent
in sight. Accommodation is all fully
equipped chalets and cottages. I stay
in a two-bedroom VIP cottage which
sleeps five. It has a garden, barbecue
and covered decking. The hammock
is the perfect spot for a snooze.
Youngsters can be catered for with
activities organised in various clubs
from the ages of two to 17. There is
even baby sitting and nursery classes.
Evening entertainment and shows,
restaurants, take-aways and a minimarket on the site just add to the
convenience for families looking for
an easy all-in-one experience.
But if you’re looking for a livelier
resort experience, the French-

A family-friendly camping village in Languedoc
is an ideal base to explore, finds Scott Macnab

T

he Languedoc region
on France’s southern
Mediterranean coast
may not immediately
spring to mind for British
families thinking of a holiday park
break with the kids. But cut price
air travel and the dizzying array of
stuff to do may be changing that.
The baking summer sun and miles
of unspoiled beaches is making this
an increasingly attractive option
for Scots based in the central belt,
who can now jet into the heart of
the region with connections to
Beziers Airport from Edinburgh and
Glasgow.
And the flagship Domaine de la
Dragonniere camping village club
could not be more conveniently
located less than 10 minutes’ drive
away. It may be some way out from
other towns and villages, but there’s
so much to do at the complex that it
hardly matters. And it’s truly massive
with more than 1,500 chalets and
cottages spread over the 30 acre site.
There are three separate swimming
areas, comprising multiple pools.
A leisure-style aquatic centre is
provided for the kids, while adults
may be more inclined to chill out at
the 25 metre pools at the other end
of the complex, and there’s also a spa
facility.

Sunêlia Domaine de la Dragonniere
(www.dragonniere.com) is open
from late March to early November.
A week’s holiday for four sharing a
2-bedroom chalet costs €343-€1,113
depending on the season. A pitch (inc
electricity and water) is €196-€343.
Sunêlia Les Pins (www.sunelia.com)is
open from early April to mid October.
A week’s holiday for 4 sharing a
2-bedroom chalet costs from €273€924. A pitch costs €133- €350.

attractions of the area is the famous
red bus, which allows you to take in
the full Côte Vermeille experience
for a blanket €1 fare. I use this to
head 15 miles north to see Perpignan,
which is worth a visit to experience
its historic town centre and fantastic
range of bars. And no Scot visiting the
area should miss the chance to take
the same bus a few miles south to the
quaint coastal towns of Collioure and
Port-Vendres where Charles Rennie
Mackintosh spent the latter years of
his life and cemented his reputation
as a landscape artist. Both towns still
have a seafront “Rennie Mackintosh
Trail” mapping out the views which
inspired some of his paintings from
that era. A touch of Glasgow on the
Côte Vermeille, what’s not to like? ■

Clockwise from main: Port-Vendre,
where Charles Rennie Mackintosh
lived and painted; a chalet at Domaine
de la Dragonniere; the pools at
Sunêlia Les Pins

the Med
Catalonian coastal town of Argelessur-Mer is hard to beat. Just 15
miles from the Spanish border, its
massive expanse of blue flag beaches
make it a hit with sun worshippers
and swimmers. Unlike many of its
Costa neighbours across the border,
Argeles has shied away from mass
development of skyscraper hotels
and apartment blocks. A sizeable
central forest of trees – known as
Les Pins – has been retained and
provides the gateway to the beach
area for many tourists. Head for the
stunning harbour area which has a
wide range of seafood as well as more
traditional Catalonian bistros. I stay
at Sunêlia’s Les Pins camping village.

Accommodation is
all fully equipped
chalets and cottages
The location is ideal, just a ten minute
walk from the beach and offering a
mix of modern mobile bungalows or
traditional timber-style log cabins. I
opt for the bungalow which provides
two good sized bedrooms and all the
ususal self catering facilities. The
site also offers a swimming complex
if the youngsters get bored with
the beach or you just fancy taking
it easy for a day, hidden away from
the town itself. If you are feeling a
bit more adventurous, one of the big
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2pm

Eastern Algarve, Portugal

Friday, midday

Villas are the best option in this
quieter part of the Algarve. Casa
Idalina (from £475 per week, short
breaks less, www.vintagetravel.co.uk)
is a luxurious option just 20 minutes
from Faro Airport.

1pm

Head for Santa Luzia, a village
famous for its octopus fishermen.
Try the octopus cataplana at Polvo
& Companhia (www.restaurantepolvo-companhia.pt).

A local fisherman does a neat sideline
in ferrying tourists across to the
beach in front of the restaurant. Head
over and take it easy on the unspoilt,
hotel free sands. Be sure to check the
time of the last boat back.

2pm

Catch the nearby wee train out to
Praia do Barril, a beach that reclines
on a sand island. Enjoy a dip before
a drink in the café. If you are feeling
energetic stroll along the sands to
the end of the island where a ferry
connects to Tavira.

Sunday, 9am

7pm

7pm

It’s off to the larger fishing village of
Olhao now. Take a peek at the grand
exterior of the Gustav Eiffel designed
Fish Market and stroll the waterfront
before superb fresh fish at Vai e Volta
(tel: 0968-027 525).

Tavira’s grand Pousada Convento do
Tavira (www.pousadasofportugal.
com) provides an elegant venue for
a lavish evening meal. Their multi
course seafood feast kicks off with
oysters and stays local.

Saturday, 9am

Enjoy a relaxed stroll around sleepy
Tavira. It’s a local joke that it has more
churches than people and it certainly
feels like it when the locals are in
church on a Sunday. ■
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Stay in an Argyll Holidays’ lodge
or caravan before 1 January and
take advantage of some seasonal
discounts. For example, four nights at
the Drimsynie Estate Holiday Village
in a two bed Premier caravan for
four costs from £258 (was £369.60),
and four nights at the Loch Lomond
Holiday Park in the Platinum Royal
Hot Tub Lodge, sleeping four, is from
£999 (was £1165).
Call 0345 459 6412 or see
www.argyllholidays.com

Park life

from £450pp, based on two sharing,
including flights from Edinburgh on
7 January.
Call 020 3499 5232 or see
www.easyjet.com/holidays

Robin McKelvie

Cacela Vela is something of a local
secret, a postcard pretty little village
overlooking the spectacular Rio
Formosa National Park.

Jet2 (www.jet2.com) flies to Faro from
Edinburgh with return fares starting
from around £171. A car is the best
way to get around the Eastern Algarve
– Holiday Autos can arrange car hire
at Faro Airport (www.holidayautos.
com).

Midday

Nearby, Fabrica do Costa (http://
fabricadocosta.pt) is one of the
Algarve’s finest seafood restaurants.
Settle in on their terrace with a view
of the lagoon waters and distant surf.
Choose from a daily selection of boat
fresh fish.

BARGAIN BREAKS

A place on the prom

Visit Blackpool as Great Little Breaks
is offering a 24 per cent saving on a
night at the four-star Imperial Hotel
on the North Promenade. Prices
after discount start from £59.50pp
based on two sharing, including a full
English breakfast, a bottle of wine in
your room, a three course dinner, late
checkout and a room upgrade when
available. Valid Sunday to Thursday
until 30 March 2017.
Call 01905 792 801 or see
www.greatlittlebreaks.com

Greece is the word

EasyJet Holidays is offering seven
nights at the four star Coral Hotel in
Athens on a bed and breakfast basis

